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Abstract: There is an estimate of resistance of Chestnut soil to pollution of oil and heavy metals (Cr, Cu, Ni,
Pb) in the biological indicators. Generally at the pollution of Chestnut soil there was a significant decrease of
the catalase and dehydrogenase activity, cellulolytic activity, abundance of bacteria of the genus Azotobacter,
phytotoxic features of the soil. The rate of decrease depend on the origin of the pollutant and its concentration
in  the  soil. Generally there was a direct relationship between the concentration of the pollutant and the
decrease rate of the examined soil. Heavy metals queued on by the rate of the advers efect on Chestnut soil:
Cr > Pb = Cu >= Ni. It is unreasonable to compare toxic effexts of heavy metals and oil because it is impossible
to compare their concentrations in the soil. Rather high resistance to pollution of the Chestnut soil defines by
the reaction of environment similar to alkalescent and heavy-loamy grain-size content.
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INTRODUCTION The aim of the work is to estimate a biological

Chestnut soils are typical soils of dry steppes. They metals (Cr, Cu, Ni, Pb).
occupy large areas of Eurasia, America, Australia and play
an important role in maintaining the ecological balance Methods: To achieve the objectives there were made a
and the food supply of the world population [1]. The number of model experiments. As  the  object  of  the
fertility Chestnut soils are less lower than Chernozems - study was used Chestnut soil (Russia, Rostov region,
that are the most fertility soils on the planet. But the Remontnenskiy district). Examined soil is characterized an
ecological effects of chemical pollution of Chestnut soil average content of organic substance in the high horizont
studied less than the Chernozems [2]. One of the reasons - 2,8%, slightly alkaline reaction of medium - pH = 6,8,
is that Chestnut soils are less involved in agricultural heavy-loamy grain-size content, average biological
production than Chernozems. But the resistance to the activity: catalase activity - 8,1 ml O / g soil for 1 min,
human impact of Chestnut soil is less [3-5]. dehydrogenase activity - 32,3 mg TPP/10 g soil for 24 h.,

Realization of the project "Eurasia" may cause a abundanceof bacteria Azotobacter genus — 91 % clod
greate  danger  to  the  ecology of Chestnut soil. fouling.
According  to  the project a canal will be build that Soil for model experiments was brought from the
connect  Azov  sea  and  Caspian  sea   through  the upper layer 0-25 cm. Just in that layer the main quantaty
Kuma-Manychskaya cavity. One of the many adverse of soil pollutants accumulate. 
effects  will  be  strengthening  of  the pollution of soils. Heavy metals (HM) and oil were chosen as the
At the same time limits of resistance Chestnut soil to the pollutants. These substances are different on their
chemical influence are not set. characteristics.  From  HM Cr, Cu, Ni, Pb, because they are

resistance of Chestnut soil to pollution of oil and hevy
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the main pollutants of soil on the south of Russia [6].
Also chosen HM are interested to compare because their
maximum permissible concentration (MPC) are 100mg\kg
of  soil.  Used  MPC  were  worked  out   in  Germany [7].
At first because there is no MPC in soil for general (gross)
content of copper and nickel in Russia. Secondly, russian
MPC of lead often can't be used because it is lower then
the content of this element in many soils. 

Also there is no MPC for oil that's why it's content in
soil was used in percent.

We studied influence of different quantaties of
polutants in soil: HM - 1, 10, 100 MPK (100, 1000  10000
mg/kg respectively), oil - 1, 5, 10 % from soil mass.

HM were put in the soil in oxide forms: CrO , CuO,3

NiO, PbO. First the main part of HM comes to the soil
exactly in oxide form [8]. Secondly the use of HM oxides
makes it pssible to eliminate fluence of accompanying
anions on soil, as it happens whith the use of metal salts.

In our study we made an attempt to analize the whole
range of concentration of HM in soil that are in the
environment  nowadays.  The content of HM in the soil
100 or more of MPC often can be seen in regions of
metallurgical, chemical and fuel industry. Soil pollution to
10 MPC, except named sources, is usually caused by
motor transport or agricultural activities: mineral fertilizer,
pesticides, protectants [8].

Oil pollution of the soil in the examined range to 10%
from the soil mass and more often can be find in the areas
of oil production, transport and oil refining [8].

Soil was incubated in cultural plans at room
temperature   (20-22°C)    and   optimal   humidification
(60% from field water capacity) in treaple repeat.

Soil condition was tested in 30 days after pollution.
This period of time is the most informative to estimate
chemical influence on soil [2]. 

Laboratory-analitic tests were made with the use of
generally accepted in ecology, biology and pedology
methods [9, 10]. We estimated the abundance of bacteria
species Azotobacter, catalase and dehydrogenase
activity, cellulolytic activity, phytotoxic characteristics of
the soil and etc.

To combine the different biological indicators,
authors have used the special technique to determine the
integral indicator of the soil biological condition (IISBC)
[10]. This method makes it possible to estimate the range
of biological indicators.

RESULTS

As a result of the study it was found that the
pollution  of the chestnut soil with Cr, Cu, Ni, Pb, oil leads

Table 1: The effect of chemical pollution on the biological characteristics of
chestnut soil

Dosage of the pollutant
Element ----------------------------------------------------------------------
(substance) Control 1 MPC (1 %) 10 MPC (5 %) 100 MPC (10 %)
Catalase activity, ml O  to 1 g os soil for on 1 min2

Cr 8,1 4,6 1,4 0,4
Cu 8,1 8,2 7,8 3,9
Ni 8,1 7,5 7,4 7,0
Pb 8,1 7,7 6,8 6,6
Oil 8,1 5,4 3,0 0,9
Dehydrogenase activity, mg TTP on 10 g of soil for 24 hours
Cr 32,3 19,8 13,7 7,7
Cu 32,3 32,2 30,5 28,6
Ni 32,3 29,9 29,6 25,5
Pb 32,3 30,4 23,7 20,7
Oil 32,3 31,1 23,2 10,5
Cellulolitic activity, % from control
Cr 100 10 8 7
Cu 100 88 65 60
Ni 100 94 67 69
Pb 100 92 85 71
Oil 100 15 10 12
Abundance of bacteria genus Azotobacter, % of floccation
Cr 91 64 33 13
Cu 91 80 58 44
Ni 91 82 56 44
Pb 91 75 56 40
Oil 91 85 83 77
Length of radish roots (phytotoxity), % from control
Cr 100 26 0 0
Cu 100 104 90 89
Ni 100 107 102 88
Pb 100 102 99 86
Oil 100 85 73 52
Integral indicator of the soil biological condition (IISBC), % from control
Cr 100 53 26 13
Cu 100 95 83 68
Ni 100 92 87 72
Pb 100 95 80 64
Oil 100 75 60 47

to the detoriotation of its condition (Table 1). In most
cases, there was a significant reduction of the studied
biological indicators: catalase activity and
dehydrogenase, cellulolytic activity, the abundance of
bacteria of the genusAzotobacter, the length of radish
roots, IISBC.

Since the MPC in all four investigated HM is the
same (100 mg / kg), probably it can be a valid comparison
of  toxicity  in  relation  to  study  biological indicators.
The given results indicate that the most significant
negative impact was made by chrome. Three other HM
(lead, copper, nickel) had less impact by power.
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Thus the range of HM according to the degree of and dehydrogenase, cellulolytic ability, an abundance of
negative  impact  on  the  chestnut  soil  I s  that:  Cr > Pb bacteria of the genus Azotobacter, length of the roots of
= Cu >= Ni. radish (phytotoxicity) - can be recommended for

Similar confirmities was found earlier to different widespread use to monitor, diagnose, indication and
zonal and azonal (including sandy) soilsof the South of standardization of chemical contamination of soils.
Russia. Chrome, regardless of the type of soil has always
provided a stronger negative impact than copper, nickel CONCLUSION
and lead. But the last three items, showing in general a
similar degree of toxicity on different soils occupy Contamination of Chestnut soil with Cr, Cu, Ni, Pb, oil
different places in a range of toxicity relative to each other has led to the deterioration of his condition. As a rule,
[11-13]. there was a significant decrease in all the studied

A comparison between a toxic effect of heavy metals biological indicators. The rate of decrease depend on the
and oil is wrong because you can not properly compare origin  of  the  pollutant and its concentration in the soil.
their concentrations in the soil. In most cases there was a direct relationship between the

In the most cases, for all the studied substances a concentration of the pollutant and the degree of
direct correlation is registered between the concentration deterioration of the examined characteristics of the soil.
of the pollutant in the soil and reduce the degree of The most significant negative impact was from
biological indicators. chrome:  Cr  >  Pb  =  Cu  >  =   Ni.   Three   other  HM

The reasons for the negative impact on the biological (lead, copper, nickel) had less impact by power.
properties of soils by heavy metals and oil are following. The comparison of toxic effects of heavy metals and

HM bind to sulfhydryl groups of proteins, whereby oil is unreasonable because it is impossible to compare
on the one hand suppresses synthesis of proteins, their concentrations in the soil.
including enzymes, on the other hand impaired A relatively high resistance to contamination of
permeability of biological membranes. And then and more, chestnut soils determined by the reaction the
in the end, leads to metabolic disorders [14]. envinronment close to slightly alkaline, heavy grading

The negative effect of oil on the biological processes content, but the humus content and biological activity is
in the soil explains enswathing petroleum of lower than in the dark chestnut soil and Chernozems.
hydrocarbons soil particles in the oil content of heavy Biological indicators of soil that were used in the
metals, aromatic hydrocarbons, phenols, in particular, study can be recommended for widespread use to
accumulation of soil hydrocarbon oxidation products monitor, diagnose and regulation of chemical
such as hexadecyl alcohol, palmitic acid, benzoic acid, contamination of soils. 
salicylic acid, etc., significant increase in the ratio C: N etc.
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